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ABSTRACT

Context. The presence of radioactive 26Al at 1.8 MeV reflects ongoing nucleosynthesis in the Milky Way. Diffuse emission from its
decay can be measured with gamma-ray telescopes in space. The intensity, line shape, and spatial distribution of the 26Al emission
allow a study of these nucleosynthesis sources. The line parameters trace massive-star feedback in the interstellar medium due to its
1 My lifetime.
Aims. We aim to deepen previous studies of the 26Al emission in the Milky Way, using all gamma-ray data including single and double
events as collected with SPI on INTEGRAL from 2003 until 2020.
Methods. We apply improved spectral response and background as evaluated from tracing spectral details over the entire mission. The
exposure for Galactic 26Al emission is enhanced using all event types measured within SPI. We re-determine the intensity of Galactic
26Al emission across the entire sky, through maximum likelihood fits of simulated and model-built sky distributions to SPI spectra for
single and for double detector hits.
Results. We find an all-sky flux of (1.84±0.03)×10−3 ph cm−2s−1 in the 1.809 MeV line from 26Al, determined as fitted to sky
distributions from previous observations with COMPTEL. Significant emission from higher latitudes indicate an origin from nearby
massive-star groups and superbubbles, also supported by a bottom-up population synthesis model. The line centroid is found at
(1809.83±0.04 keV, and line broadening from source kinematics integrated over the sky is (0.62±0.3) keV (FWHM).

Key words. nucleosynthesis – gamma rays:ISM – stars: massive – supernovae – interstellar medium: abundances – interstellar
medium: kinematics and dynamics – instrumentation:spectrographs

1. Introduction
26Al has been established as a tracer of ongoing nucleosynthesis
in our Galaxy (Prantzos & Diehl 1996). The INTEGRAL mission
(Winkler et al. 2003) with its SPI gamma-ray spectrometer (Ve-
drenne et al. 2003; Roques et al. 2003) has enabled accumulation
of observing time since its 2002 launch, continuing to this day,
measuring the large-scale Galactic 26Al emission. First results
(Diehl et al. 2003) were refined to constrain the extent of the
Galaxy’s 26Al emission (Wang et al. 2009), an all-sky imaging
could be obtained (Bouchet et al. 2015) which essentially con-
firms the COMPTEL result, and improvements in background
handling led to another step in precision of SPI’s 26Al results
(Siegert et al. 2016). In this paper we report results from analysis
of nearly 18 years of data (Pleintinger 2020), using both single
and double detector events within the SPI camera for this pur-
pose for the first time, while also exploiting the spectral response
and background detail that we obtained from a deep study of the
behaviour and variations of SPI spectra over the entire mission.

2. Observations and Data Analysis Approach

2.1. INTEGRAL Measurements

The INTEGRAL space observatory has been launched by ESA
in October 2002 into its excentric orbit located outside the radia-
? corresponding author, e-mail: rod@mpe.mpg.de

tion belts (Winkler et al. 2003). The SPI spectrometer (Vedrenne
et al. 2003) is one of the two main instruments on INTEGRAL. It
is specialised to perform high-resolution spectroscopy over the
15 keV to 8 MeV energy range with its 19-element Ge detector
camera, with an energy resolution of 3 keV at 1809 keV. A coded
mask above the camera allows imaging making use of detector
shadowings by the mask of emission from regions of the sky,
to achieve an imaging resolution of about 3 degrees.INTEGRAL
is pointed at one target direction in the sky for a duration of ap-
proximately 30 minutes, whereafter the pointing direction is nor-
mally moved by 2.1o within a rectangular 5 by 5 pattern around
the target region of interest. This "dithering" leads to additional
variations of the detector shadowing, as the offset angle of 2.1o

is matched to the geometrical configuration of detector and mask
spacings, and corresponds to a one-detector offset of the shadow-
ing for a source on axis. The sensitivity (3σ) of SPI in the 26Al
line was estimated to be about 3×10−5 ph cm−2s−1 per Ms of ex-
posure (Roques et al. 2003). For individual source regions in the
plane of the Galaxy a sensitivity (3σ) of 2.5×10−5 ph cm−2s−1

has been achieved by now (from a 6 Ms exposure in the example
of the Vela region) (Pleintinger 2020).

Here we use data from 2002 until 2020, comprising 17.5
years of observations, covering 2131 INTEGRAL orbits of typ-
ically 3 days duration each. The achieved sky exposure is il-
lustrated in Fig. 1, and shows that the full sky is covered, al-
though the INTEGRAL mission emphasises observations of the
inner Galaxy. The raw data have been filtered to exclude periods
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where either spacecraft or the SPI instrument were outside their
normal conditions, and part of the orbits that might be affected
from encounters of the radiation belts near orbit perigee. The se-
lections involving SPI performance include, in particular, accep-
tance windows on the rates in the BGO anti-coincidence detector
system, and on saturations in the Ge detectors. After selections,
118407 spacecraft pointings from 1840 orbits remained, provid-
ing a sky exposure of about 255 Ms, the distribution of which is
shown in Figure 1.
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pattern shown in Fig. 3.20 changes. This imprints a characteristic time variation of
the detector pattern corresponding to the celestial source. The essential point here
is that, on the other hand, the background pattern remains constant during this
short period of time.
The background modelling approach described in Sec. 3.4.1 relies on the presump-
tion that the data are almost completely composed of background. This only applies
if the time span for background determination is chosen long enough for the charac-
teristic source contributions to overall be smeared out. Siegert et al. (2019) showed
that for a source that contributes 10% to the total measured spectrum, the cumu-
lative pattern of source and background varies by less than 1% after 20 pointings.
Integration over one orbit, which corresponds to typically about 50–90 pointings, is
therefore sufficient for the assumption of background dominated data. In this, celes-
tial source contributions can be disentangled from the instrumental background via
a simultaneous statistical description of both these components in detector space,
due to the fact that the former is variable and the latter constant in time. In the
following Sec. 3.4.3, an example of the practical implementation of such an analysis
is given based on the full-sky emission at 1.8 MeV.

3.4.3 Application: Full-Sky 1.8 MeV Emission

For the spectral analysis of the full-sky emission from 26Al at 1.8 MeV, a comprehen-
sive SPI dataset from the currently entire mission of 2131 revolutions and 17.5 yr in
the energy range from 1790–1840 keV is used. This results in a full-mission dataset
comprising observations from 1840 revolutions with 118407 individual pointings and
a total exposure time of ⇠ 255 Ms. The sky coverage of the dataset in time is shown
in Fig. 3.21. The patchy structure reflects the observation strategy of INTEGRAL,
observing regions of interest separately, rather than performing a uniform full-sky
survey.
Scientific data collection started from revolution 43 and additional selection criteria
had to be applied. Revolutions during which detector annealings were performed

Figure 3.21: SPI full-sky exposure map for 17.5 yr of the INTEGRAL mission with integrated observation time of
⇠ 255 Ms. The effective area of SPI is 44 cm2 at 1.8 MeV, accounting for failed detectors (Attie et al.
2003).

Fig. 1. The integrated it INTEGRAL/SPI exposure of the sky of the data
used in this paper. Although INTEGRAL’s emphasis of targets is in the
inner Galaxy, large parts of the sky have been exposed to at least 10%
of the Galactic-disk exposure, and allow all-sky analysis.

For each of these pointings, the data from single Ge detector
hits, as well as those where two Ge detectors triggered within
their 350 ns coincidence window (called "double events", DE)
were binned into energy spectra for each of the detectors named
00-18; pairs of DE detectors are assigned detector ID’s above 18,
i.e., 19-60. Detectors are numerated from central toward outside
in left-spiral counting, so ID=0 is the central detector and detec-
tors 07-18 are on the outside of the hexagonal dense pack form-
ing SPI’s camera. Event data from each detector are calibrated
using known background lines, so that the distortions through
gain variations are corrected for. Then these events are binned
into spectra at 0.5 keV width, covering the 20–2000 keV range
for response and background, and the 1790–1840 keV range for
spectroscopy of the 26Al line. Figure 2 shows the integrated spec-
tra of these basic data, for all single events, and all double events,
combined, respectively. At the 26Al line energy of 1809 keV, the
number of double-hit events corresponds to 56% of the amount
of single-hit events, all including instrumental background and
the celestial 26Al signal.

In total, during the mission four of the nineteen Ge detec-
tors failed, with detector ID’s 02/17/05/01 failing in orbit num-
bers 140/214/775/929, respectively.. This means that a different
camera response applies after each failure, for different numbers
of operational detectors (19-18-17-16-15), changing in particu-
lar the rates of single versus double or multiple detector triggers
(because failed detectors do not provide a ’multiple-event’ trig-
ger any more). Figure 3 shows how the ratio of single to multiple
detectors undergoes these step-wise changes as detectors have
failed over the course of the mission. In this Figure, a cumulative
value is shown for the time between two annealing operations;
these are performed when cosmic-ray bombardment in orbit has
degraded the charge collection properties of these semiconduc-
tor detectors up to a critical level, i.e. roughly every 6 months,
through a 2-week heating period (for details see, e.g. Diehl et al.
2018). This change in active detector number requires in total

five different instrumental responses and background models,
each for the respective camera configurations.
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Figure 3.13: Mission integrated spectrum of SPI single (blue) and double (green) event counts after ⇠ 17.5 yr of
operation and 2131 orbit revolutions. Shown is the low energy range 20–2000 keV with a bin width
of 0.5 keV and with an zoomed inset from 1745–1840 around the 26Al emission line on linear scale.
A multitude of emission lines can be seen on top of a continuous background. There are overall less
double event counts with an increasing fraction towards higher energies. The electronic noise in the
region between 1400–1700 keV is more prominent for single than for double events.

sources follows the characteristic mask shadowing pattern which is dependent on the
source morphology and which varies with the instrument aspect angle. Second, the
background signal is mostly inherent to the instrument, which means that it imprints
a intensity pattern on the detectors which is also characteristic but independent of
the coded mask and which does not vary with small spacecraft re-orientations. Thus,
here the model description

mk =
X

j

Rjk

NIX

i=1

✓iMij +

NI+NBX

i=NI+1

✓iBik (3.16)

is used for the measured instrument counts in each particular energy bin k for NI
sky and NB background model components (Strong et al. 2003, 2005; Siegert et al.
2019). For each image element j, the celestial source model intensities Mij are con-
volved with the image response function Rjk. The parameters ✓i scale the intensities
for all model components i. A detailed description of celestial emission models will
be given in Sec. 3.4.2. The background contributions Bik are independent of the
mask and the spacecraft orientation but vary on different time scales and over the
entire mission due to the solar cycle, nuclear build-up processes, solar flares, and
radiation belt transits. A detailed background model taking these variations into ac-
count has been obtained from spectral fitting of the entire mission data (Diehl et al.
2018b), which is then adapted to the particular data set subjected to a specific anal-
ysis (Siegert et al. 2019). This method of self-consistent background modelling is
adopted in this thesis and summarised in Sec. 3.4.1.

Fig. 2. The integrated energy spectrum of counts from the data used in
this paper. Shown are single events (blue) and double events (green) in
the range 20–2000 keV; the inset enlarges the region around the 26Al
line used for astrophysical analysis here.
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data-dependent term, which is commonly referred to as Cash statistic (Cash 1979)

log(L (✓|D)) ⇡ �2
nX

k=1

[mk � dk log(mk)]. (3.25)

In this thesis, for the first time a detailed treatment of double events is included for
the analysis of the 1.8 MeV line. The individual spectral components of double events
and single events resemble each other overall. Interestingly, the line shapes seen with
double events seem to show an increased degradation compared to that from single
events. This phenomenon will be discussed further in Sec. ??. The overall ratio
RS/D of measured single to double events is estimated by the relative line fluxes of
the three most prominent line blends at 1764 keV, 1779 keV, and 1810 keV for each
annealing period. Fig. 3.16 shows that this ratio increases over the course of the
mission from RS/D ⇡ 1.7 in the early phases to RS/D ⇡ 2.9 after 17.5 yr.

Figure 3.16: Ratio of single to double events per annealing period for the three most prominent background lines
at 1763 keV, 1797 keV, and 1810 keV. The colour scale indicates the detector annealing number with a
constant fit for each annealing period shown as coloured horizontal line.

Background Detector Pattern The SPI data space has overall four characteristic di-
mensions: counts per energy, time, and detector. For the differentiation of the
background from the sky emission, which is decisive in further data analysis, it is
crucial that these two components differ not only in general spectral terms, but
show also characteristic variations in time and detector space. The relative inten-
sity ratios of the individual detectors during the first observational epoch, i.e. before
the first detector failure during revolution 140, is shown in Fig. 3.17 for the strong
blended background line from 204,205Bi at 1764 keV. Detectors in the inner parts of
the array show overall lower background line intensities than those on the edges.
This clearly reflects the origin of this line in the material surrounding the detectors.
Thus, the inner detectors are shielded by the outer ones. The relative intensity
variations lie on average in a range between �0.75 and 1.23. In principle a similar
background pattern is seen the detected double events shown in the lower panel of
Fig. 3.17. This was expected because the background photons originate from the
same processes and are only measured via a different interactions in the detectors.

Fig. 3. The ratio of counts for single versus multiple events, over the
time of the mission for the data used in this paper. Values integrated be-
tween successive "detector annealings" are shown: these are performed
roughly every 6 months to recover spectral resolutions after degrada-
tion due to cosmic-ray bombardment. Detector failures occurred after
3rd, 4th, 12th, and 15th annealings. Step changes after annealing 15 and
19 reflect a reduction of the detector high voltage (4 to 3 to 2.5 kV) to
help prolonged operations.

2.2. Data Analysis

SPI data in the form of a set of detector count spectra for each
spacecraft pointing and each detector make up our "data space".
Per bin, we thus have di, j,k measured counts, with i, j, k being the
indices of pointing, detector, and energy bin that span the data
space. Here we not only use the spectra from the 19 physical
detectors’ events, but also spectra for double-hit events of ad-
jacent Ge detectors; the respective detector combinations result
in additional 42 "virtual" detectors, hence the detector variable
j ∈ [0, 60] instead of j ∈ [0, 18].

These data are the result of the instrument’s response to the
γ-ray sky and the underlying instrumental background:

di, j,k =
∑

l

Rl;i jk

Ns∑
n=1

θnS nl +

Ns+Nb∑
n=Ns+1

θnBn;i jk (1)

Here, we identify sky model components S n, such as point
sources and diffuse emissions. These are formulated in "image
space", as photon source intensities per sky direction l. The
instrument response matrix Rl;i jk must be applied, to link the
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source locations on the sky to data, combining coordinate trans-
formations per pointing to aspect angles, and then accounting
for the individual mask/detector configurations of each point-
ing. This sky signal is superimposed onto a large instrumen-
tal background, and we distinguish components e.g. from con-
tinuum and from lines reflecting specific processes. The back-
ground models are formulated in the same data space of detec-
tors and their counts; no specific instrumental-response applica-
tion is required, in particular no shadowing by the mask occurs,
as background is recorded by the active detector volumes from
all directions. A comparison of the data as measured to predic-
tions from models is obtained by maximum-likelihood fits of dif-
ferent model sets independently to each energy bin of our data
space, thus obtaining the energy spectrum of intensities for the
sky model, as a result.

Background is characterised by a continuum which falls off
exponentially toward higher energies, and about 400 superim-
posed instrumental lines, reflecting the composition of space-
craft and instrument materials that are target to cosmic-ray in-
teractions. (Details can be found in Diehl et al. 2018, where
background and response are characterised in detail over the en-
tire mission). The method of modeling instrumental background
for the actually-used observations has been described before
(Siegert et al. 2019).
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Figure 3.15: Upper: SPI instrumental background fit (green solid line) to the total spectrum of single detector counts
from 13 yr of the INTEGRAL mission (thick blue line) in the energy range 1745–1840 keV around the
26Al �+-decay line at 1809 keV. It is composed of nuclear lines on top of a continuum (green dashed
line). The fit residuals are shown in the lower part of the figure (thin blue line). Background line
identifications with decay lines of radioactive isotopes were obtained following Diehl et al. (2018b).
Speculative isotope associations are marked with question marks. Lower: Same as upper figure for SPI
double detector events.

a set of model parameters ✓i in Eq. 3.16, given a measured data set D with n data
points, is calculated by the full Poisson likelihood

L (✓|D) =
nY

k=1

mdk
k exp(�mk)

dk!
, (3.24)

where dk is the measured number of instrument counts and mk is the model predicted
value as described in Eq. 3.16. To determine the parameter set ✓ that maximises
the likelihood, we use the negative logarithm of the Poisson likelihood dropping the
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Figure 3.15: Upper: SPI instrumental background fit (green solid line) to the total spectrum of single detector counts
from 13 yr of the INTEGRAL mission (thick blue line) in the energy range 1745–1840 keV around the
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identifications with decay lines of radioactive isotopes were obtained following Diehl et al. (2018b).
Speculative isotope associations are marked with question marks. Lower: Same as upper figure for SPI
double detector events.

a set of model parameters ✓i in Eq. 3.16, given a measured data set D with n data
points, is calculated by the full Poisson likelihood

L (✓|D) =
nY

k=1

mdk
k exp(�mk)

dk!
, (3.24)

where dk is the measured number of instrument counts and mk is the model predicted
value as described in Eq. 3.16. To determine the parameter set ✓ that maximises
the likelihood, we use the negative logarithm of the Poisson likelihood dropping the

Fig. 4. The energy spectrum of the background model used for the sin-
gle events (above) and double events (below).

Figure 4 shows the performance of our background model-
ing in the energy region around the 26Al line for single and dou-
ble events, respectively, also displaying the spectrum of residuals
between actual data and the background model (lower graphs).
Note that residuals are at the per-mille level in the regime of the
26Al line, and the deviations from Gaussian line shapes (as as-
sumed in our spectral model for the fits) result in residual struc-
tures at the percent level across strong background lines. We note
that the energy calibration and gain correction procedure as ap-
plied at the INTEGRAL Science Data Center, and the degradation
from cosmic-ray bombardment with successive annealings, both
lead to variations in line shapes that show up as such structured
residuals across the regime of each strong background line. Ad-
ditionally, many of the instrumental lines are blends among sev-

eral lines with different intensities, as shown for the line near
1764 keV from different Bi isotopes.

The spectral response of SPI Ge detectors is characterized
by a high photopeak efficiency, and a tail toward lower energies
that arises from events where part of the primary photon energy
is lost as a secondary photon escapes from the detector. Some of
these escaping photons produce double events, and thus the full
energy is recovered in the photopeak of double events. The flux
per energy bin in the photopeak i typically exceeds those in the
Compton tail by at least one order of magnitude. Therefore, our
spectral analysis typically only focuses on the photopeak, and
adopts a basic Gaussian line shape. In order to account for spec-
tral degradation between annealings, it has been found adequate
to supplement this Gaussian by a one-sided exponential distri-
bution extending downward in energy from the photopeak, fit-
ting its width adding τ as a degradation parameter. This spectral
model underlies the spectral fits of our instrumental lines (see
above and Diehl et al. 2018). The differences in photopeak ef-
ficiencies among detectors generates the shadowgram signature
for an on-axis direction, and is illustrated for the 26Al line energy
at 1.8 MeV by the histogram across detectors; we name this the
"detector pattern", or "detector ratio", which is shown in Fig. 5
for single and double events, respectively. We normalise to 1.0
if a detector has 1/n of the total intensity, with n the number of
active detectors.
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Figure 3.19: Effective area of all 19 SPI detectors for a point source at zenith position above the mask. The difference
in pattern between detectors is due to shadowing effects of the coded mask. This implies information
about the source position because it varies characteristically with the viewing angle under which the
source is observed. A representative slice in energy space shows the effective area detector pattern for
photons with 1809 keV energy. Effective areas for shadowed detectors have been flattened to a lowest
value of 10�2.5 cm2 for better readability. Failed detectors are shown in grey.

Figure 3.20: SPI detector patterns for a celestial source aligned with the optical axis of the instrument. Upper:
Relative intensity pattern of single Ge detectors. Lower: Relative intensity pattern of double-event
pseudo detectors.
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Figure 3.19: Effective area of all 19 SPI detectors for a point source at zenith position above the mask. The difference
in pattern between detectors is due to shadowing effects of the coded mask. This implies information
about the source position because it varies characteristically with the viewing angle under which the
source is observed. A representative slice in energy space shows the effective area detector pattern for
photons with 1809 keV energy. Effective areas for shadowed detectors have been flattened to a lowest
value of 10�2.5 cm2 for better readability. Failed detectors are shown in grey.

Figure 3.20: SPI detector patterns for a celestial source aligned with the optical axis of the instrument. Upper:
Relative intensity pattern of single Ge detectors. Lower: Relative intensity pattern of double-event
pseudo detectors.

Fig. 5. The detector signature (ratio) of a celestial source viewed on
axis, for single and multiple events, respectively.

The discrimination of signals from the sky versus back-
ground occurs in a coded-mask instrument through the coding
pattern implied by the mask above the instrument, which re-
sults in characteristic relative count distributions among detec-
tors. In first approximation, instrumental background that mostly
originates from cosmic-ray activated spacecraft materials should
irradiate all detectors similarly; therefore, plausibly the corre-
sponding detector pattern should be nearly flat for background.
In detail, deviations and some structure in detector ratios oc-
cur, as some of the detectors may be more readily exposed to
background from particular components of the spacecraft and in-
strument than others. For example, Ge background lines should
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be more intense in centrally-located detectors, which are sur-
rounded by Ge everywhere, while Bi background lines should
be less intense in central detectors, as outer detectors are ex-
posed to the BGO detectors directly. The latter is illustrated in
Fig. 6, which shows the detector pattern for the background
line near 1764 keV, which originates from different Bi isotopes
as activated from cosmic rays. The upper graph shows results
from single events, the lower from double events, for the first
epoch of data where all 19 detectors still were operational. In
fine scale along each detector ID, we superimpose the detector
ratios for the different orbits within this epoch, to illustrate vari-
ations across shorter time scale. Evidently, the detector pattern
remains rather stable, within few percent. Each line, as well as
the continuum, has its own characteristic detector pattern, which
we apply in our background model, after it has been derived from
the intensity of each Gaussian line fitted to each detector’s spec-
tra.

The detector pattern for background remains identical over
time, within a few percent (Diehl et al. 2018), while the detector
pattern for celestial gamma rays (the "shadowgram") varies as
spacecraft pointings are offset by 2◦ on the 1/2 hour time scale.
We thus obtain a sensitive discrimination of emission from the
sky versus instrumental background. In the maximum likelihood
fit, we further allow adjustments of the absolute scale of the
background with time, accounting for the fact that our primary
data for background model determination already unavoidably
include the emission from the sky. While this is a local signature,
and thus diluted to a small renormalization effect within statisti-
cal noise for weaker point sources, the diffuse all-sky emission
from 26Al may produce detector patterns that are only weakly
modulated and closer to those of background; thus these tempo-
ral adjustments of the relative detector ratios in the background
model improves its fit and helps to discriminate also a weakly-
modulated sky contribution. We additionally benefit from our as-
sumption that the 26Al emission may vary with directions, but
not in time.
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Figure 3.17: SPI detector patterns for the prominent background line from 204,205Bi at 1764 keV. Upper: Relative
intensity pattern of single Ge detectors. Lower: Relative intensity pattern of double-event pseudo
detectors.

The relative ratios cover a similar range between 0.80 and 1.32. The comparison of
the background intensity pattern projected on a face-on diagram of the detectors
on the right side of Fig. 3.17 shows that this generally more smeared out for double
than for single events. Additional time information is added to the left graphs in
Fig. 3.17 by blue error bars. These indicate the intensity ratios for each revolution
between 43–140 in the first epoch individually and are larger for double events be-
cause, as shown in the previous paragraph, their count rate is at least a factor of
1.7 lower than that of single events. It illustrates the crucial fact that the relative
background detector ratios remain basically constant over time. This is reasonable
because of their origin in satellite materials, which also stay spatially constant with
respect to the detectors.
Nevertheless, its absolute intensity as well as the particular shape of spectral fea-
tures changes over longer periods of time reflecting variations due to the Solar cycle,
Solar flares, radiation belt transits, radioactive build-up, or detector annealings.
Thus, the spectral background model components, as defined from the full-mission
spectrum, have to be rescaled on an adequate time scale to properly represent these
temporal variations of the background on shorter timescales.
For the 26Al analysis, half-year intervals for the background normalisation corre-
sponding to annealing periods, in addition to detector failure times have been shown
by Siegert et al. (2019, Sect. 5.1.2) to be the optimal choice for renormalisation
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detectors.
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on the right side of Fig. 3.17 shows that this generally more smeared out for double
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tures changes over longer periods of time reflecting variations due to the Solar cycle,
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spectrum, have to be rescaled on an adequate time scale to properly represent these
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For the 26Al analysis, half-year intervals for the background normalisation corre-
sponding to annealing periods, in addition to detector failure times have been shown
by Siegert et al. (2019, Sect. 5.1.2) to be the optimal choice for renormalisation

Fig. 6. The detector signature (ratio) of the background in the 1764 keV
line, for single and multiple events, respectively. (See text for details).

Our fit maximizes the likelihood of model-predicted data in
view of our measured data using Poissonian statistics, and opti-

mizes model parameters θ therein to extract a spectrum of sky
model coefficients θn(S ), as described above. In order to obtain
a measure for the relative quality of such a fit, we derive a test
statistic Φ that compares the log-likelihood difference between
each model M1 and the baseline hypothesis of fitting data D with
just the background model alone (hypothesis M0):

Φ = 2(log(L(D|M1) − log(L(D|M0)).

This allows a ranking/comparison of the performance for dif-
ferent models, higher values implying a better fit, low-end refer-
ence being the likelihood of the measured data if assuming back-
ground alone. It is important to check how the spectral result
obtained from above analysis approach depends on the assumed
morphology of 26Al emission across the sky. For this purpose,
we typically repeat our spectral fitting for a range of plausi-
ble emission morphologies, generated independently, revised or
from data that are unrelated to our analysis dataset itself. In an
earlier paper (Wang et al. 2009), a detailed comparison of 26Al
line parameters for a set of plausible emission morphologies had
been discussed. In particular Fig. 6 therein demonstrates that the
centroid and width of the 26Al line are practically independent
of morphology for a wide range of plausible but different mor-
phologies, while the line flux shows some variation among mod-
els. We concluded that the sensitivity of our spectral results to
image morphology reduces to the total flux measured, and the
line amplitude reflects how the sky model component matches
SPI data in detail better than the background model alone. There-
fore we now focus on an evaluation of line fluxes, and on how
well different morphology models fit our dataset, after these have
been convolved into our dataspace using the instrument response
from coded mask and dithering.

Once we obtain a spectrum of sky model coefficients as ob-
tained from likelihood optimisation of our fit, we extract spectral
parameters through a Bayesian forward-folding approach: We
describe the spectrum through a Gaussian line with flux F, cen-
troid E0, and width σ, plus a continuum approximated by a pow-
erlaw function cE−α. Chosing appropriate priors for the uncer-
tainty of each of these parameters, we then apply a Monte-Carlo-
Markov-Chain (MCMC) fit to the extracted spectrum, forward
folding this spectral model through the spectral response of SPI.
MCMC analysis samples the posterior distribution for each pa-
rameter of the fit from given data and priors, maximising the full
posterior distribution to determine best-fit parameter values. Our
priors were based on the detailed spectral response analysis from
data of the entire mission and energy range (Diehl et al. 2018).
The spectral response describes how incident photons are dis-
tributed among measured energies; it is dominated by the pho-
topeak with instrumental line width ES PI , and also includes the
degradation parameter τ, as described above. Note that, more-
over, the Gaussian line width includes two components which we
aim to separate for astrophysical interpretations: The instrumen-
tal line width FWHMS PI adds in quadrature to an astrophysical
line broadening from the Doppler effect of 26Al nuclei as they
move in interstellar space while decaying, FWHMsky. The poste-
rior probability distributions for these 7 parameters that describe
our spectral result are shown below, as is the probability distri-
bution of the photon model itself (green area in spectra shows
the 95% confidence region of the model).

2.3. Models for Spatial Distribution of the Emission

For our baseline analysis, we used the image obtained from
the COMPTEL 9-year allsky survey, as it had been produced
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through maximum entropy deconvolution (Diehl et al. 1995;
Plüschke et al. 2001).This map is thought to best represent our
knowledge of 26Al emission from the Galaxy based on observa-
tions (see Prantzos & Diehl 1996; Diehl 1995; Knödlseder et al.
1999b, for a discussion). We could use the image obtained for
INTEGRAL/SPI with likelihood analysis (Bouchet et al. 2015),
which was obtained with background modeling from a general
detector pattern and including a single normalisation parameter
for each pointing, and free parameters of many pixels on the sky.
Using this result would imply using partly overlapping data, and
thus is not pursued here.

Alternatively, we could employ models taken from astro-
physical considerations of the spatial distribution of 26Al sources
in our Galaxy, or from tracers that plausibly may represent these
(e.g. Diehl et al. 1997; Knödlseder et al. 1999a). This had been
pursued in detail for comparison of 26Al and 60Fe models (see
Wang et al. 2020), and thus is not repeated here.

As another alternative pursued more recently, we have con-
structed a bottom-up model for a galaxy, starting from models
of stars with their evolution and nucleosynthesis yields, building
stellar groups using a mass spectrum, and finally placing these
groups into a spatial model for the galaxy. Drawing random real-
isations of such a model by sampling the parameters included in
such a bottom-up stars-groups-galaxy model, one obtains a stel-
lar population synthesis based model of a galaxy. We have used
the PSYCO implementation of such an approach (see details in
Pleintinger 2020; Siegert et al. 2022). This provides us with a
predictive model for the appearance of the observed 26Al sky,
evaluating the Galaxy’s content of 26Al from theory inputs con-
cerning source evolution and nucleosynthesis output, allowing
us to compare observed flux to expectations from theory.

3. Results

Using 17.5 years of data and the COMPTEL-derived sky distri-
bution of 26Al emission, we derive spectra around the 26Al line
at 1808.65 keV shown in Fig. 7 for single and for double events,
separately, and combining single and double events. Spectral pa-
rameter values and their uncertainties (confidence regions) have
been derived from MCMC analysis and are shown in Fig. 8, il-
lustrating the uncertainties of the fit. Fitting background models
separately per event type, but a single set of line characteristics,
a total detection significance of 58σ is found for the 26Al line.
Single-hit events only show a significance of 51σ, and double-
hit events alone provide a clear 27σ detection above background.
Table 1 provides fit results for single and double-hit events, and
for data combining both event types. Intensity, line centroid, and
line width are consistent within uncertainties between single-hit,
double hit, and combined-event results. Note that the ’total’ re-
sult is derived through a separate analysis chain (see Section
2.2), rather than averaging single and double event results.

We find that the spectral response appears to be less sharp
for double events, as spectral resolution of SPI for single events
is 3.17 keV at 1.8 MeV (Diehl et al. 2018). This is attributed to a
bias in locations of events within Ge detectors, double events fa-
voring events detected from interactions in outer regions, rather
than closer to the central anode. Charge collection properties
vary across the detector with radius from the anode, and a bias in
location will plausibly produce a line shape deviating from the
all-detector sample in single events (which was confirmed to be
nearly Gaussian after annealings).

Decomposing the line width into contributions from instru-
mental resolution as measured with other instrumental lines

versus line broadening of the celestial contribution, we ob-
tain a consistent celestial broadening of (0.46±0.3) keV and
(0.76±0.6) keV, respectively for single and double events. This
leads to a combined result of (0.62±0.03) keV, which again is
dominated by the single-events contribution.

The line centroid is found at (1809.83±0.04) keV from com-
bined data. The laboratory value is 1808.65(7) keV, and thus the
integrated 26Al emission from the Galaxy appears blue-shifted
by about 1.2 keV. The all-sky flux for the 26Al line is determined
as (1.84±0.03)×10−3 ph cm−2s−1.

A Additional Figures and Tables III

Figure A.3: Spectral MCMC fit results for the full-sky emission of 26Al at 1809 keV measured with SPI single events
separately. Upper: Equivalent to Fig. 3.24. Middle: Equivalent to Fig. 3.25. Lower: Equivalent to
Fig. 3.26.

A Additional Figures and Tables IV

Figure A.4: Spectral MCMC fit results for the full-sky emission of 26Al at 1809 keV measured with SPI double events
separately. Upper: Equivalent to Fig. 3.24. Middle: Equivalent to Fig. 3.25. Lower: Equivalent to
Fig. 3.26.
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where m26 is the atomic mass of 26Al. Therefore, the Doppler broadening of the
signal corresponds to an average particle velocity of 75.6+37.9

�40.2 km s�1, which repre-
sents the line of sight dynamics of emission sources integrated over the entire sky.
Therefore, it is overall smaller than the line shift values obtained by Kretschmer
et al. (2013) because the latter exclusively focussed on the emission from the inner
Galaxy at |l| < 50�.
The full flux of 26Al emission measured from the entire sky is estimated to be
F26Al = (1.84 ± 0.03) ⇥ 10�3 ph cm�2 s�1with a total detection significance of 58�.
The flux is slightly higher than previously estimated values e.g. by Siegert (2017,
F26Al = (1.69 ± 0.14)⇥ 10�3 ph cm�2 s�1) or Pleintinger et al. (2019, F26Al = (1.71 ±
0.06) ⇥ 10�3 ph cm�2 s�1).
The overall spectrum of combined single and double events is shown in Fig. 3.25.
The SPI spectrum inferred from the simultaneous fit of background and sky model
is shown with the total model posterior spectrum with bands of 1�, 2�, and 3�
confidence intervals. The probability distributions of the total degraded line shape

Figure 3.25: SPI spectrum (blue data points) of the 26Al full-sky emission at 1809 keV. The best-fitting photon
model is shown in bands of 1�, 2�, and 3� confidence intervals in shades of green from dark to
light. It represents a degraded Gaussian line profile on top of a power-law continuum (cf. Eq. 3.28).
Individual spectral parameters are given in Fig. 3.24 and Tab. 3.3. The total flux of the signal is
F26Al = (1.87 ± 0.03) ph cm�2 s�1 with a detection significance of 58�.

characteristics as described in Sec. 3.4.1 are depicted in Fig. 3.26. The line shows
an overall width of FWHMtot = 3.23+0.07

�0.06 keV with a shift of the central energy
�Ecen = (0.29±0.04) keV with respect to the rest energy of the 26Al emission line of
1808.73 keV (Endt 1998).In combination with the uncertainty of the energy calibra-
tion of about 0.1 keV, this indicates a slight blueshift of the line with a significance
of 2.7�. This would mean a preferential tendency of 26Al moving towards the ob-
server. In principle, this would be consistent with the picture of 26Al being ejected
into superbubble cavities along the leading edge of spiral arms as shown in Fig. 2.46.
However, this should not be overinterpreted due to the low significance of the effect.
A similar MCMC fitting approach is applied to the single and double event spectra
shown in Fig. 3.22 separately. The results are summarised in Tab. 3.3 in com-

Fig. 7. The energy spectrum around the 26Al line, as obtained from
single-hit events (top), double-hit events (middle), and combined events
(bottom) of our observations. Data points represent the measurement,
with bin width and Poissonian statistical uncertainty indicated. The un-
certainties shown in shaded green have been derived from MCMC mod-
eling of the spectral response, and show variations within 95% of the
model.

Our baseline model for the emission morphology, taken from
the COMPTEL 26Al results, obtains a test statistic value of 2160.
We cannot use the emission morphology derived from SPI for
a scientific result as it uses partially-overlapping data; but still
this provides an interesting reference for our test statistic, ob-
taining Φ =2166 for such a self-consistent image morphology.
By comparison, our best-fitting bottom-up population synthesis
model PSYCO obtains a test statistic value Φ= 2061, while other
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⌧ can be determined individually under the influence of each other in physically
reasonable regions of the parameter space.
Fig. 3.24 shows a diagnostic plot of how the spectral fit performs along the dif-
ferent axes of the parameter space. Most parameters follow a symmetric normal

Figure 3.24: Posterior distributions of spectral fit parameters describing the full-sky 26Al signal at 1809 keV measured
with SPI according to the photon model in Eq. 3.28. The mean value along each axis is shown in yellow.
Histograms on the diagonal show marginalised probability distributions along the respective axis with
86th percentiles marked by dashed lines.

distribution. FWHMSPI and FWHMsky exhibit slight indications of a negative cor-
relation as expected. While the line centroid of the symmetric Gaussian component
is E0 = (1809.83 ± 0.04) keV, the line width contribution that can be contributed
to source dynamics is found to be FWHMsky = 0.62+0.31

�0.33 keV. This can be converted
into Doppler broadening due to an average particle velocity via the relation (Diehl
et al. 2006)

v̄ =

r
kBT

m26

=
FWHM

p
3c

2
p

2 ln 2
= 122 km s�1 ⇥

✓
FWHM
1 keV

◆
, (3.32)

Fig. 8. The posterior distributions of spectral parameters around the 26Al
line of the total-events spectrum, Fig. 7 (bottom), illustrating confidence
regions for each parameter.

Table 1. Fitted Spectral Line Parameters. Intensity is given in units[
10−3 ph

cm2s

]
, centroid and width (FWHM) are in keV units.

single hits double hits total
intensity 1.83±0.03 1.79±0.06 1.84±0.03
centroid 1809.80 ±0.04 1809.91 ±0.1 1809.84 ±0.04
width 3.20 ±0.05 3.49 ±0.17 3.23 ±0.07

PSYCO variants discussed in detail in companion paper (Siegert
et al. 2022) obtain Φ values between 1500 and 2061.

4. Discussion

Our dataset comprises single-hit and double-hit events; at the
26Al line energy of 1809 keV, the number of double-hit events
corresponds to 56% of the amount of single-hit events, all in-
cluding instrumental background and the celestial 26Al signal.
Applying our analysis of fitting models of instrumental back-
ground and sky, and including spectral response details, this re-
sults in an increase of the signal from celestial 26Al through the
additional use of double-hit events that would be equivalent to
an additional observing time of 30%.

The main characteristics of 26Al emission from the Galaxy
as found from earlier work are confirmed by our analysis
including also double-hit detector events. The line centroid
at (1809.83±0.04 keV implies a blue shift corresponding to
Doppler velocities of order 100 km s−1. We attribute this to our
aspect of emission regions throughout the Galaxy, which, due to
large-scale Galactic rotation, are moving at such typical veloc-
ities with respect to the local standard of rest (see Kretschmer
et al. 2013, for longitude-resolved analysis). Line broadening
from source kinematics integrated over the sky is found to be
(0.62±0.3) keV (FWHM). This is consistent with the Doppler
broadening from regions at different bulk velocities to the ob-
server, as incurred from large-scale Galactic rotation and the dis-

A Additional Figures and Tables III

Figure A.3: Spectral MCMC fit results for the full-sky emission of 26Al at 1809 keV measured with SPI single events
separately. Upper: Equivalent to Fig. 3.24. Middle: Equivalent to Fig. 3.25. Lower: Equivalent to
Fig. 3.26.

A Additional Figures and Tables IV

Figure A.4: Spectral MCMC fit results for the full-sky emission of 26Al at 1809 keV measured with SPI double events
separately. Upper: Equivalent to Fig. 3.24. Middle: Equivalent to Fig. 3.25. Lower: Equivalent to
Fig. 3.26.

Fig. 9. Posterior distributions of spectral parameters around the 26Al
line for the spectra derived separately for single (top) and double events
(bottom).

persal of 26Al into superbubbles, as found before (Kretschmer
et al. 2013), with implications discussed, e.g. in Krause et al.
(2015).

We find an all-sky flux of (1.84±0.03)×10−3 ph cm−1cm−1

for the 26Al line from our analysis of 18.5 years of data and using
single as well as double events. Note that uncertainties now are
at the level of 2% (see Fig. 8).

The flux attributed to the "inner Galaxy" is
∼3×10−4 ph cm−2s−1, or 16% of the total flux. The inner
Galaxy has often been used for comparisons, and may be
defined as a longitude range ±30 degrees around the Galactic
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centre, or, slightly differently, the "inner radian" (57 degrees).
This region often had been analysed as a reference toward
obtaining results representative for the Galaxy as a whole, thus
focusing on the brightest region and avoiding issues from low
surface-brightness contributions that often are subject to sys-
tematic uncertainties from background determinations. Different
latitude ranges have been used, as well, from ±5 to 15 degrees.
We note that the majority of the integrated flux is found outside
the inner Galaxy, as reported earlier (see Pleintinger et al. 2019,
and table 1 herein). This is in tension with simulations and
expectations, which report typically 50% of the all-sky flux
coming from the inner Galaxy. Special nearby regions, such
as Cygnus, Scorpius-Centaurus, and Orion, have been known
before to potentially lead to distortions of such Galaxy-wide
conclusions. It remains a challenge to properly account for flux
contributions from nearby regions, in particular as the imaging
performance of the coded mask degrades for diffuse emission
that extends over large parts of the entire sky.

An earlier analysis (Wang et al. 2020) found an all-sky 26Al
flux of (1.68±0.07)×10−3 ph cm−2s−1. They used geometrical
models only, for the spatial distribution of the emission, and this
flux was derived for a best-matching double-exponential disk
size with scale parameters radius=7 kpc and height=800 pc. An-
other earlier analysis using 13.5 years of data (Pleintinger et al.
2019) found an all-sky flux of (1.71±0.06)×10−3 ph cm−2s−1

from using single event hits only. Here, the COMPTEL map had
been used as a model for spatial distribution. Using different spa-
tial models for 26Al emission morphology, flux results typically
vary within ≤10% (see, e.g. Diehl et al. 2010). These cases il-
lustrate that the overall flux of the sky in 26Al γ rays is rather
well constrained, and our flux determined from using single and
double events agrees with these, within uncertainties.

We note that our bottom-up population synthesis model
PSYCO predicts a substantially-lower flux value (see Siegert
et al. 2022, for details and discussion). Recently, from
the COSI balloon flight of 2016, a flux measurement in
the 26Al line was published (Beechert et al. 2022) that
is somewhat (2σ) higher than our measurement: they find
(8.6±2.5)×10−4 ph cm−2s−1 from the ’inner Galaxy’, which
compares to ∼3×10−4 ph cm−2s−1 from our PSYCO-map based
analysis. They discuss potential calibration issues for COSI ab-
solute efficiency. Nevertheless, it is important to perform mea-
surements with instruments that carry different systematics, such
as different fields of view and imaging methods.

5. Summary and Conclusions

Using INTEGRAL SPI events of types single- and double-hits,
we enhance the detection efficiency for Galactic 26Al emission.
We apply improved spectral response and background as evalu-
ated from tracing all-event spectral details over the entire mis-
sion, and re-determine the intensity of Galactic 26Al emission
across the entire sky. Herein we apply maximum likelihood fits
of simulated and model-built sky distributions to measurements
of single and double events in INTEGRAL’s SPI detectors. Spec-
tral results are consistent with previous measurements, within
uncertainties. A shift in the line centroid with respect to the lab-
oratory value reflects an integrated blue-shift attributed to large-
scale Galactic rotation and aspect of regions with their respective
relative velocities to the solar system. Line broadening confirms
the Doppler broadening from regions at different bulk veloci-
ties to the observer, as incurred from large-scale Galactic ro-
tation and the dispersal of 26Al into superbubbles (Kretschmer
et al. 2013; Krause et al. 2015). We find an all-sky flux of

(1.84±0.03)×10−3 ph cm−1cm−1 that appears somewhat larger
than upscaling from values for the inner Galaxy (Wang et al.
2009; Prantzos 1996). This indicates that 26Al emission also ex-
tends to regions beyond the Galactic plane and toward higher lat-
itudes. Such emission is attributed to nearby superbubbles, that
relate to the nearby Scorpius-Centaurus groups of massive stars
(Krause et al. 2018), the local bubble (Zucker et al. 2022), and
chimneys that connect large superbubbles with the Galactic halo
(Pleintinger et al. 2019; Krause et al. 2021). Large-scale Galac-
tic 26Al emission has been used to infer, e.g., the total 26Al mass
in our Galaxy and the supernova rate (e.g. Diehl et al. 2006),
and have been based on inner-Galaxy flux values. Although their
conclusions largely remain identical, these are subject to small
adjustments from improved precision of 26Al flux values in re-
gions that properly characterize our Galaxy at large.
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